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NMSSM Motivation



  

Singlet Extention of MSSM

NMSSM could satisfy SFOEWPT without light
                squarks due to  additional tree-level cubic        
                interaction                  plus thermal loop            
                 corrections from the additional singlet-like       
                 scalars.

singlet extention
      of MSSM

When compared with MSSM, NMSSM have extra one CP-even        and one CP -odd 
state in the neutral Higgs sector.

Solution to the well-known ‘    ’ -problem

Additional tree-level cubic terms

    Larger trilinear couplings increase
     the tree-level cubic terms Pietroni, 9207227

Is SFOEWPT in NMSSM still possible?



  

The scalar (Higgs) sector of NMSSM

Squared mass of the SM-like Higgs boson:

Extra tree-level correction in NMSSM.  
Ellwanger et al., Phys.Rept. 496 (2010) 1-77

125 GeV Higgs mass without significant radiative corrections at relatively larger 

Tree level squared mass of singlet-like Higgs states:



  

The electroweakino (ewino) sector

New Ewino state of NMSSM “singlino” a popular CDM candidate



  

The ewino sector



  

Requirements for EWBG

Baryon asymmetry parameter                                                                from

Three necessary ingredients needed to create a baryon asymmetry 

(Sakharov’s conditions): 

1>     -violation

2>      and        -violation

3> Departure from Thermal equilibrium

Big-bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) and cosmic microwave background (CMB)



  

Requirements for EWBG
1>      -violation

2>      and       -violation

3> Departure from Thermal equilibrium

Present in SM but
not large enough

Possible from SU(2) sphalerons

Requires Strong FOPT in the Higgs sector

Additional new scalars
(add cubic terms in the potential)

Dine+Kusenko, 0303065



  

Bernreuther,0205279

Eletroweak baryogenesis (EWBG) refers to a mechanism that creates an 
asymmetry in the density of baryons during the electroweak phase transition.

EWBG

EWBG requires Strong FOPT in the SU(2) field directions



  

EWPT in Standard Model

For SFOEWPT in standard model (SM)                 < 70 ~ 80 GeV

Kajantie, Laine, Rummukainen, Shaposhnikov (1995-98)
Csikor, Fodor, Heitger (1998)

Discovery of 125 GeV Higgs mass rules out FOPT in SM

EWBG is not possible in SM

Also CP violation present in the SM but not large enough 

Need to go beyond SM

 New sources of CP-violation and SFOEWPT may arise in supersymmetry.



  

EWPT in MSSM

Light top squarks (as bosons add cubic loop contribution) are needed to satisfy SFOEWPT in MSSM.            
   

SFOPT requires large cubic term in the  scalar porential 

Bosonic dof add extra cubic terms to the
finite temperature effective potential. 

Light stop (below 120 GeV) ruled out from LHC direct searchs

EWBG in MSSM is not possible now kozaczuk’s slide



  

Study of the Higgs potential at finite temperature

Tree-level potential relevant for EWPT,

In the        -gauge the one-loop CW 
corrections to the potential

The zero temperature potential gets 
quantum contributions from all fields which 
couple with

To avoid the large logarithms arising from CW one-loop correction consider
only the light particles and integrate out the heavy ones and consider their
threshold corrections (EFT approach).



  

Strategy



  

Matched conditions



  

Thermal correction



  

Thermal correction

    Thermal corrections to the scalars
and gauge bosons coming from the 
resumming the ring (or daisy) diagrams 
(resumming the IR-divergent contributions 
to the Matsubara zero mode propagator.)

 ⇒ Arnold-Espinosa method

                     , The Debye thermal corrections to the tree-level masses in the mass matrices

daisy coefficients

The gauge symmetries plus the discrete
   -symmetry of NMSSM set the off-diagonal
terms of the           matrix to zero.

Thermal masses 

Daisy loop contribution to the 
self-energy for the scalar theory.

    Quiros, hep-ph/9901312



  

SFOPT and Nucleation criterion



  

Toolbox

Use CosmoTransitions to calculate the critical temperature     , nucleation temperature       , etc..

C. Wainwright, [arXiv:1109.4189]

uses path deformation method to find the critical bubble profile

Use NMSSMTools to calculate the spectrum and check various theoretical, dark matter and 
collider experiental bounds

Use HiggsSignals, HiggsBounds to check the Higgs sector constraints.

Use CheckMATE and SModelS to check the viability of benchmark points under LHC 
experimental searches.



  

       
FT loop calculation indicates preference for relatively 
light singlet-like and doublet-like Higgs masses which 
tend to become EWPT first order and strong

Carena et al., Phys.Rev.D 85 (2012) 036003
Kozaczuk et al., Phys.Rev.D 87 (2013) 7, 075011
Huang et al, Phys.Rev.D 91 (2015) 2, 025006

(in the      (for      ) and        (for H, A) final states)  

Athron et al.,  JHEP 11 (2019) 151
Baum et al., JHEP 03 (2021) 055

Constraints on SFOEWPT 
       parameter space

SM-like Higgs Boson
precision study

BSM heavy Higgs searches

Light                               low 

larger    , smaller
     

EW scale

light
Possible 
Dark Matter

DM relic density, Constraints from 
       DMDD-SI and DMDD-SD
              cross-section

Constraints on SFOEWPT favoured parameter space in NMSSM

Relatively low

low



  

 Constraints from the Higgs seaches ATLAS TWIKI



  

Constraints from the Dark Matter direct detection



  

Constraints from Ewino sector

Electroweakino searches put constraints on the the parameter space with relatively 
low         (Higgsino-like states), relatively light bino and singlino-like states.

CMS TWIKI

ATLAS TWIKI



  

Parameter space scan

Use NMSSMTools to scan SFOEWPT motivated region of parameter space

Constraints implemented NMSSMTools

Have not considered muon (g − 2) constraints (have taken heavy smuon).

Various Flavor physics constraints

In addition, up-to-date constraints 
pertaining to the observed Higgs
sector are checked via dedicated 
packages like HiggsBounds-v5.8.0 
and HiggsSignals-v2.5.0.



  

     All points pass relevant Higgs and Dark Matter constraints 

Significant amount of SFOEWPT favoured parameter space is ruled out

Electroweakino searches at the LHC would rule out more parameter points

Allowed primary sample



  

Relevant experimental analyses implemented in CheckMate and SModelS



  

Disallowed scenarios with low

Exclusion of Parameter space of            300 GeV with light singlino/bino -like 
states from the electroweakino searches. 

‘Nucleation is More than Critical’ Baum et al., JHEP 03 (2021) 055



  

Allowed benchmark scenarios

Relatively large           passes the constraints from the electroweakino seraches in LHC

LSP DM can be highly bino or singlino-like and its relic abundance can fall within the 
Planck-observed band.

Under favorable circumstances, down to          335 GeV could survive∼335 GeV could survive



  

Phase diagrams

   BP-A1BP-A1



  

BP-A3
BP-A3

Phase diagrams



  

For           on the larger side, a two-step phase transition is a more likely 
phenomenon with the first transition taking place in the singlet field direction followed 
by the other in the SU(2) field directions. 

Typical when the trivial and the global minima are much separated in field space.        
           Larger           corresponds to a larger       at zero temperature for a given λ, a 
feature that governs the field-separation at     .

Pattern of Phase Transition



  

Gravitational waves from FOPT

               sourced by
    collisions of bubble walls

           sourced by
  plasma sounds waves
(usually the dominent one)

     sourced by
plasma turbulence

Kosowsky, et. al., PRL 69 (1992) 2026;
PRD 45 (1992) 4514
Huber, Konstandin, JCAP 0809 (2008) 022

Hindmarsh, et. al., PRL 112 (2014)
041301;
Hindmarsh, Hijazi, JCAP 12 (2019) 062

Gogoberidze, et. al., PRD 76 (2007)
083002
Caprini, at. al., JCAP 0912 (2009) 024

The dynamics of the nucleated bubbles generated from FOPT could generate 
stochastic background of gravitational waves (GW).

It is caused mainly by three mechanisms namely,

(i) bubble collisions,

(ii) sound waves induced by the bubbles running through the cosmic plasma 

(iii) Magnetohydrodynamic turbulence induced by the bubble expansions in the cosmic 
      plasma.

The contribution of bubble collision may be ignored since long-lasting sound waves during and after the FOPT 
contribute mostly to the production of gravitational waves, followed by MHD turbulence. 



  

Observables for GW calculation from FOPT

Important quatities:

Related to the energy
budget of the FOPT

Related to the inverse
duration of the transition

the wall-velocity of the
expanding bubble

Nucleation Temperature

For this work, we consider       value 1.



  

GW from sound waves

due to the finite lifetime 
of the sound waves 

Hindmarsh et al., arXiv:2008.09136
Guo et al., JCAP 01 (2021) 

Peak value

Note that, peak frequency proportinal  
                 with        and  

GW power spectrum due to sound wave from beyond the bag model

Replace:
Giese,  Konstandin and van de Vis, JCAP 07 (2020)

Fraction of energy from the PT converted 
into the bulk motion of the plasma

GW from MHD turbulence

SNR



  

BP-A1 BP-A3

Plots of GW energy density spectrum within and beyond the bag model with respect to 
frequency 

The peak of GW spectrum lies within the sensitivity of various future proposed GW 
experiments

However, the SNR values are not found to be healthy enough to guarantee a positive 
detection in LISA and BBO.

Chatterjee, Datta & SR, JHEP06(2022)108



  

Conclusion

Due to DM and collider constraints the SFOEWPT favoured parameter space (small          ) 
is under tension.

The physics of the EWPT (and hence EWBG) becomes intricately connected to the DM and 
collider (LHC) phenomenologies.

Electroweakino searches at the LHC push          towards larger values.

EWPT could still remain to be of strong, first-order type even for         as large as  425 GeV ∼335 GeV could survive

       The GW signals resulting from the strong FOPTs in these scenarios could be detected at  
       future dedicated experiments.

Satisfying all experimental constraints SFOEWPT is still possible in NMSSM

 Two-step phase transition is a more likely phenomenon at larger 

It is expected that HL-LHC will test this region of parameter space

Further study required to estimate the baryon asymmetry of the universe in the 
scenario discussed in this work



  

Thank You
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